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An approach based on ranking elements
to form supply clusters in water supply
networks as a support to vulnerability
assessment
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Abstract: We propose an approach as a support to the vulnerability analysis of
Water Supply Networks (WSNs). The method is based on graph measurements
such as the relative importance (ranking) and the degree of the vertices of a graph.
We calculate an index taking into account both measurements and, which
represents the topological vulnerability of the network. The index gives information
about the accessibility and exposure in case of external threats or hazards. In
addition, we divided the network into clusters by the spectral clustering algorithm
taking into account the vulnerability index. This division allows characterizing the
water supply network into small sub-networks and simplifying the security analysis.
Keywords: Water Supply Networks, clustering process, ranking, PageRank
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been an increased awareness of the vulnerability of
drinking water networks infrastructures, to accidents and deliberate acts. Due to
several events that have demonstrated the fragility of water supply networks
infrastructure, there is a growing interest in methods that help to screen and
prioritize their components in order to facilitate the vulnerability assessment in
Water Supply Networks (WSNs) management.
Ranking elements in a WSN is a recent proposal. Graph-based ranking algorithms
are used for deciding the importance of an element in a graph by taking into
consideration global information drawn from the graph structure. Addressing this
issue, Herrera et al. [2011] and Gutiérrez-Pérez et al. [2011], demonstrated the
possibilities through the adaptation of the PageRank algorithm to calculate the
importance of the nodes. Izquierdo et al. [2008] focused on pipes and assessed
their relative importance in the water distribution process. Moreover, Yazdani [2011]
and Grubesic et al. [2008] demonstrated the scope of graph theory and complex
networks principles in the analysis of WSN vulnerability and robustness. These
works reviewed metrics of indexing nodes based on statics and spectral analysis.
Michaud and Apostolakis [2006] evaluated the importance of the nodes through a
methodology based on risk scenarios.
In the present work, we use the spectral-clustering methodology to obtain supply
clusters, also known as District Meter Areas (DMAs), [Herrera, 2010]. The spectral
clustering is a methodology in data analysis that improves the straightforward
application of K-means, works well in non-convex spaces, and takes into account
the underlying graph structure under study. Spectral-clustering uses information
obtained from computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Laplacian
matrices obtained from partitioning the graphs. The clusters are obtained according
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to similar characteristic, or based on a specific measure. Our purpose is to
introduce relative important measurements as a starting point to form the DMAs
into a water network. For this purpose, we use the PageRank algorithm [Brin and
Page, 1998] and the node degree. The PageRank is a very useful relative important
measure that helps understand the connectivity structure and the performance of a
network. Also, it enables to identify critical elements into the network.
This will help manage critical points of a Water Supply Network (WSN), and
ascertain how they affect the nodes they are connected to in case of threat or
hazard. In addition, the hydraulic analysis of a network results simpler by a suitable
network division. A case study of a real WSN is presented to illustrate our
methodology.
2

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE MEASURES OF NETWORK TOPOLOGY

2.1.

Ranking algorithm: PageRank

The PageRank algorithm [Brin and Page, 1998] is the initial calculation method that
Google founders use to classify web pages by their importance. This algorithm has
been improved and adapted to several fields of study. The objective of this method
is to obtain the pagerank vector that provides the relative importance of the web
pages. The PageRank integrates the impact of incoming and outgoing links into the
single model, and therefore it produces only one set of scores.
To formulate the concepts, the Web network is represented as a directed graph
G = V, E  where V is the set of vertices (i.e. the set of all pages in the Web) and E
is the set of directed edges between a pair of nodes (i.e. the hyperlinks). Let the
total number of pages on the Web be n(n  V ) . Therefore, the pagerank value of
each vertex i , Vi , is defined as:
PR (V j )
PR (Vi )  (1  d )  d 
v j In ( vi ) Out (V j )

(1)

where for a given vertex Vi , In(Vi ) is the set of vertices that point to it
(predecessors), and Out (V j ) is the set of vertices that vertex Vi points
(successors). And, where d (named damping factor) is a parameter that is set
between 0 and 1. Usually, d takes the value of 0.85 [Brin and Page, 1998].
To adapt the algorithm to WSN, the physical structure of a WSN is considered as a
mathematical graph G = V, E  , where V is the set of all graph vertices which
represents tanks, water sources, and nodes. The set of graph edges, E ,
represents pipes, valves, and pumps. By understanding a WSN as a graph of
special characteristics, it is possible to abstract the concept of a web page and see
it as a consumption node in a WSN. Links between pages are now understood as
pipes connecting different nodes. Thus, it is possible to demonstrate the
possibilities of the ranking algorithm through its adaptation to measure the
importance of the nodes of a WSN.
2.2.

Vertex degree distribution

Among the graph based measurements, the vertex degree is a good indicator of its
topological importance (or connectivity). The degree k i of a vertex i is the number
of edges incident with the vertex and is defined in terms of de adjacency matrix
as:
(2)
ki =  aij .

A

A directed graph has two components [Boccaletti et al., 2006]: the number of
outgoing links kiout =  aij (i.e., the out-degree of the vertex), and the number of
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ingoing links kiin =  aij (i. e., the in-degree of the vertex). Therefore, the total
out
in
degree is defined as: k i =k i +k i .

The basic topological characterization of a graph G , can be obtained in terms of
the degree distribution. The vertex degree is characterized by a distribution function
P(k ) , which defines the probability that a randomly selected vertex has k edges.
Equivalently, as the fraction of vertices in the graph having degree k . In the case of
directed networks it is necessary to consider two distributions P(k in ) and P(k out ) .
Information on how the degree is distributed among the vertices of a undirected
graph can be obtained either by a plot of P(k ) , o by the calculation of the moments
of the distribution. The n-moment of P(k ) is defined as [Boccaletti et al., 2006]:

k n =  k n Pk  ,

(3)

where the first moment k is the mean degree of G , and the second moment,
measures the fluctuations of the connectivity distribution.
2.3.

Index based on Ranking and topological importance of the vertices

In graph based methods, there are several measurements proposed to
characterize networks. However, we considered that both the accessibility and the
physical exposure can be measured based on the relative importance (ranking) and
topological importance of the vertices. In addition, the pagerank is a significant
concept in current studies of the complex networks.
Therefore, based on the two measures discussed in sections 2.1 and 2.2 (the
pagerank and the vertex degree distribution) the ranking-topological index can be
introduced an expressed as follows:
(4)
RDi  PR(vi ) P(ki )
where RDi represents the relative topological importance of the vertex i , based on
its ranking and the connectivity importance. PR (vi ) is the pagerank of the vertex i ,
and P(ki ) , is the probability that the vertex i has k edges connected.

3

CLUSTERING PROCESS

3.1

Spectral-clustering

The graph clustering process consists of grouping vertices of graph into clusters
while taking into consideration the edge structure of the graph in such a way that
there are many edges within each cluster and relatively few between clusters.
There are several methods for finding a solution in graph clustering; among the
most important is the spectral-clustering. This method is based on the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of a block-diagonal matrix that is associated with the graph [Ng et
al, 2001].
During the application of the spectral-clustering process, the Kernel matrix of the
normalised Laplacian is used. In order to make a complete analysis, it is possible to
add this kernel matrix with others kernel matrices which are associated to different
variables. However, the kernel matrices addition is not directly applied. First, their
respective similarity matrices must be calculated, and then, these matrices must be
transformed into symmetric and positively defined. Thus, each matrix can be
understood as a kernel matrix.
The kernel matrices have two basic properties, an additive property (the sum of
kernel matrices is another kernel matrix), and another property which affirms that a
kernel matrix multiplied by any scalar higher than zero, it remains a kernel matrix.
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Based on these considerations it is possible to analyze the problem by a jointly way.
On the one hand, the information associated to the graph (through the normalised
kernel Laplacian) and by the other side, other important inputs to construct the
clusters (through the kernel matrices related to other data, such as the graph
coordinates). Therefore, the final kernel matrix on which work is defined as:
(5)
K = λA K A +  λi K i
iI

where K is the kernel matrix for clustering process, K A is the kernel matrix related
to the affinity graph, and K i , is the matrix associated to the inputs of our interest in
the process of building the clusters into the network. Finally, λA and λi, i  I, are the
weights entering the linear combination. The parameters λA and λi, can be
calibrated within the spectral-clustering process to improve the results, or propose
them according to the importance of each input. Starting from the information
arranged in a suitable kernel matrix it is possible to perform a detailed analysis as
the spectral-clustering method.
4

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

To demonstrate the discussed approach we considered a real case of WSN. The
structure of the network is presented in Figure 1. The WSN is made of 107
consumption nodes, 134 pipes, and three tanks.

Figure 1. General scheme of the WSN
The aim of our proposal is to divide the WSN into DMAs taking into account all the
available information of the network, and the RDi index calculated by the pagerank
and the node degree distribution. This information will be constructed and treated
as input matrices. In the first instance, the calculation was made without the RDi
index. The affinity graph matrix of the WSN is transformed into a kernel matrix,
carrying out the correspondence kernel abstraction of the essential characteristics
of the WSN. Likewise, the dissimilarity matrix of the RDi index is transformed into a
kernel matrix. Following, spectral-clustering techniques are applied to these new
matrices. A general description of the spectral-clustering process is summarized in
Table 1. A detailed discussion can be consulted in Herrera [2011].
Table 1. The Spectral-clustering process
Clusters into WSN by spectral-clustering process
1. Abstraction of the WSN as a graph
2. Construction of the Laplacian graph
3. Transformation of the affinity matrix into kernel matrix
4. Calculating the spectrum of the matrix
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5. k-means on the first c eigenvectors
6. re-allocation of the results to the original data
The application of the graph-spectral algorithm to our case study consisted in
introducing a WSN as a special case of undirected and weighted graph. The
available information of the network is introduced and conformed as the input
matrix. Then the transformation and calculus of the kernel matrices were made with
the R Language [R-Development-Core-Team, 2010] and the postprocessing with
the NetLogo [Wilensky, 1999] plataform. A scheme of the overall process is shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Scheme of the process of spectral-clustering [Vejmelka, 2009]
Regarding the results of PageRank algorithm, in Figure 4(a) we can observe the
relative importance distribution of the nodes into WSN. In general, there is a middle
pagerank level. The principal data of the ranking nodes are in Table 2. The node
degree distribution P(k ) of the WSN, is displayed in Figure 3, and shows its
topological characteristic. The degree of a node define the number of pipes (edges)
the node is connected to, which has further insights on the connectivity properties
of the network. For the WSN, most of the nodes have low degree, about 90% have
degree less than or equal to 3. However there are some high-degree nodes.

Figure 3. Degree distribution of the network
About Figure 4(b), it is represented the RDi distribution which is calculated taking
into account the pagerank, and P(ki ) . Table 3 summarize the principal data of the
results obtained.
Table 2. Principal data of the ranking levels
pagerank level Representative value
Average
Number of nodes
High

0,01640

0,0129

20

Middle

0,00935

0,0093

71

Low

0,00434

0,00483

16
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Scheme of ranking distribution of the nodes (a). Scheme of the RDi index
distribution of the nodes (b)
Table 3. Principal data of the RDi index levels
RDi

Representative value

Average

Number of nodes

High

0.02423

0.00931

22

Middle

0.00489

0.00217

64

Low

0.00094

0.00062

21

After the application of the graph-spectral clustering process, we obtained the
division of the WSN presented in Figure 5(a). Then, we introduce the pagerank
measurement and build the clusters again (Figure 5b). It is observed that some
nodes are included into the DMA1. In Table 4 the most important data of these
clusters are detailed.
As mentioned above, the main point of this work is to form clusters by taking into
consideration all the information of the WSN and the RDi index. To achieve this
purpose, we use the dissimilarity matrix of the index as an input, and as it is
discussed above we applied the spectral-clustering process. The results obtained
are presented in Figure 6(a). In order to improve these results, we applied a multiagent method which allows including the nodes that are out of the convenience
cluster (Figure 6b).

(a)
(b)
Figure 5. Scheme of the division into clusters by the spectral-clustering method (a).
Scheme of the division into clusters by the spectral-clustering method, taking into
consideration the PageRank algorithm (b)
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Table 4. Principal data of the pagerank clusters
Pagerank cluster Representative value Average Number of nodes
DMA 1

0.01763

0.00576

35

DMA 2

0.05143

0.01109

72

(a)
(b)
Figure 6. Scheme of the division into clusters by the spectral-clustering method
taking into consideration the RDi index (a) Scheme of the division into clusters by
the spectral-clustering method, taking into consideration the RDi index and modified
by multi-agent method (b)
Table 5. Principal data of the RDi index clusters

5

Cluster

Representative value

Average

Number of nodes

DMA 1

0.00602

0.00177

44

DMA 2

0.02423

0.00443

63

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It has been demonstrated that the spectral-clustering uses both graphical and
vector information and is more efficient and robust than other methodologies. The
flexibility of including various inputs in the study is another advantage of the
methodology.
In this work, we propose an index by taking into consideration the pagerank score
and the node degree distribution for generating a topological importance
measurement to form clusters in a WSN. Also, these measurements help us to
understand the structure of the network about their critical elements, specifically the
nodes of the network. Moreover, hydraulic analyses of network results can be
simplified with a suitable network division. Aspects of operational management,
such as vulnerability analysis, can be complemented by using the index. In addition,
we consider that the results obtained using these methodologies can be applied as
another hydraulic criterion for further network division. Future works could be
focused on developing these approaches. For example, the authors of this paper
have recently proposed some modifications of the spectral-clustering algorithm, in
order to apply it in other water supply management fields. They proposed the
division of the WSN to locate sensors into the network to detect contaminations
events. This type of researches helps in vulnerability assessment analyses.
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